Tech Takes 1 Mile Relay As Tufts, New Hampshire Follow In B.A.A. Games

Goldie Makes Good, Tracksters Do Mile In 3 Min., 31.1 Sec.

Preparers Charlie Goldie proved right again when he had paid forns in the Boston Garden that he is entirely capable of filing 84 half-lap shots. Racing around the Garden track in number two position in 53.2 seconds, Goldie was instrumental in Tech's winning the intercollegiate one mile relay over Tufts and New Hampshire in 3 minutes, 31.1 seconds. This was Goldie's first intercollegiate varsity competition and his first indoor relay run.

Track team was not forced to win Tufts. General strategy and good running by Goldie, Bailey, Bryant, and Mone, anchor man, was responsible for Technology's victory. Bailey was at 28.5; Bryant at 28.2; and Mone's 55.2 seconds. This was Technology's second win of the season. The other, as the Beaver men were also victorious in the Mile Games at New York on February 6. The times in the B.A.A. meet were somewhat slower than those in the New York meet, which was run in the Boston track is slower than the New York track.

The variance two relay mile team competed against Manhattan, Tufts, and Northeastern. Manhattan was the event in a minor relay as the best of the two times of the Men in the race were as follows: Rueter, 2:39; Hennen, 2:31; Spatz, 2:36; O'Callaghan, 2:38.

A full house attended the 54th Annual B.A.A. Games in the Garden. There were many among the best on the history of the meet. The combination in the events was very keen. The war has definitely had no effect on the sport, however, as witnessed in the fact that the times were not up to their usual standards.

The victorious varisty one mile team was entered in the I.C.A.A. meet, which was held at Madison Square Garden, New York city.

Oscar Heland has picked twenty-five of his boys to meet the Harvard University at Providence that they will be entered on an outdoor board track. The race will be run by the association, which should be familiar to them, as the Board track is the same blue print as the Technology outdoor board track.
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Fencers Crush Boston College

Foil And Epee Squads Maintain Clean Slate

Maintaining the excellent record they have piled up so far this year, the foil and epee squads notched another victory Saturday night when they shelledacked the Boston College Risings by a count of 30-3 in Walker Gym. The match took place on enemy territory at 3:30 Friday but a last moment change in the plans caused it to be held in Walker Gym instead.

Several records were broken in the meet which found Tech consistently weakened by lack of foil or epee regulars by graduation, one regular one out due to heavy snowstorm and one regular who reported to University Heights by mistake. Under the leadership of their new Captain Richard Manolé '46 who took 7 hours himself, the foil and epee teams extended their undefeated records. So far this season these teams have humbled Cornell, Harvard, Brown, B.U. and Hamilton. The foil squad made a runaway of their end of the meeting but not all being in the same. In this season all the Tech Junior varsity members were given a chance to show off, so one-sided was the contest.

Rinaldi started byopping 3 to 0 in Tech's favor while Schulten in sabres who performed magnificently was inning 3 bouts. In winning those matches Schulten demonstrated speed which once again rapidly became a latter ace. Virus who has performed well in this his first year of college fighting continued in his winning ways by taking bookings 3 to 0. As an example of the foreman team was given Tech's first real opportunity in placing a foil in the varsity competition but was defeated largely due to lack of practice.

This Saturday afternoon the foil team will face Brown University having already triumphed over the Terrier team by a count of 18-2. The team will get underway at about 2:30, according to Manager George Rosenblatt, and all players should be present, as those fresher who are good enough, he stated, will be on the varsity squad.

The individual results were as follows:

Foil
- Tech: Manolé defeated Richmond (3-0), Hill (2-4), and Dunfrey (2-1). Dual defeated Richmond (5-0), Hill (5-0), Dunfrey (5-0). Brown: Armstrong defeated 8 Fortune, Richmond defeated 8 Fortune, Linsley defeated 8 Fortune (5-3). foil score: Tech-7, B.U.-2.

Epee
- Tech: Richmond defeated Hill (2-1), Dunfrey (5-0); Hemsley defeated Delaney (2-3); Manolé defeated Richmond (4-0). B.U.: Richmond defeated Manolé (5-0); Dunfrey defeated Manolé (5-0), Epee score: Tech-3, B.U.-0.

Sabre
- Tech: Schulten defeated Richmond (5-0), Rogers (5-0); Richmond defeated Manolé (5-0), Richmond defeated Manolé (5-0). Sabre score: Tech-6, B.U.-0.
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Members Of Outing Club Should Check Address

All members of the Outing Club are urged to notify the club of their present address, send production and recall the recent changes about the Institute have caused confusion regarding the club. If any members are not receiving the outing club news by means of a forwarding address they are requested to notify the office of that organization immediately.

The present mailing list has been based on the Information Office files.

ASK THE PARATROOPER

"WONDER WAIT THAT FELLOW TURN ANY SIDES WHEN MAY DOWN" 

"Did you know that high altitude makes you thir-erier and makes the dents. If you call them with especial CoCo-Cola- not only cheers them, it adds refreshment, too. And taste of the soda goes. Then we can enjoy the drink. Makes you glad you were born."

Lacrosse Team Will Hold Rally In Walker Fri.

Renshaw Is New Coach

Previous Experience Unnecessary Says Mgr.

With a full schedule already carded and an abundance of new opportunities on hand the Beaver lacrosse team is planning a rally for all interested in the sport and members of last year's teams for this Friday afternoon at 5:00 P.M.

The meet will take the form of a combined ball season and pep talk with the new coach, Lincoln Hedlund present. Lithfield Lounge in Walker will be the scene of the rally.

All students who are interested in lacrosse are urged to attend since beginners will receive equal attention while they learn the "know-how" of this popular and ancient sport. Several men who had never handled a lacrosse stick before entered in regular competition last year. "Lin" Hedlund, who will coach the squad played collegiate lacrosse at Tufts where he was an outstanding player, is naming All-American Honorable Mention.

Most new equipment has been purchased in anticipation of the upcoming campaign according to Manager Lincoln Hedlund, manager of the team, and plans are being made for the team to start within two weeks at the Tech campus in Medford. In accordance with the contract all equipment purchased will be for the sport. A big turn- out is expected at the rally this Friday.

Communication Students

Do you have a '43 two week book? If not, order one at once. I WANT ONE DESPERATELY

H. C. Peterson Bldg. 2647

Call after six o'clock.